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Southern Living Wedding Planner
And Keepsake: What To Do Before
Saying "I Do"

This go-to guide for the bride-to-be has everything she needs to make her big day memorable and
special-checklists, schedules, guides, and, most of all, inspiration. Immediately after he pops the
question, the planning begins full-speed ahead. Make it easy, memorable, and, most of all fun with
the help of the Southern Living Wedding Planner and Keepsake.This beautiful, yet handy binder is
the ultimate, comprehensive guide to planning the Southern wedding of your dreams. It covers
every detail extensively-from the stationery to the flowers to the ceremony and reception. A lay-flat,
concealed wire format and plenty of pockets make it easy to save and organize business cards,
dress swatches, receipts and other essentials of wedding planning. Whether you're focused on
staying within a tight budget, or if you want to splurge on the flowers, cake, reception, or the entire
day, the Southern Living team has researched it and has a plan that will work for you.Of course, no
wedding keepsake book would be complete without beautiful and inspirational photography, and
Southern Living delivers like no other with over 100 full-color shots from real dream weddings
across the South and over 200 images overall. Dozens of helpful ideas from our wedding experts
help bring it all together with ease. Detailed plans and checklists from the experts at Southern Living
make this book a must have to accomplish each activity before the big day.
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This wedding planner is by far the best I have seen in years. Since my wedding in May 2008, I have
been interested in the concept and am the proud owner of the book! So many great questions,
ideas, and lists. Worth every penny! Would have paid more for this. :)

This is a MUST HAVE book for every bride-to-be! Well thought out, beautifully designed and very
practical. Using this planning guide will not only help you create the wedding of your dreams, it will
steer you through the entire planning experience AND will likely prevent a costly oversight along the
way! Brilliant writing, lovely photographs and excellent illustrations by experts who know all the ins
and outs. Enjoy!

I purchased this for my granddaughter who is being married in August 2012...She was so thrilled
when she received it...since I can't be there for all the planning I wanted to be a part in some way
and this is perfect. Now I can read it and enjoy the precious entries.

I absolutely love this book !!!!!!! It helped so much & I will definitely be buying this book for anyone
whos getting married soon. I highly recommened it.

I ordered 2 of these for my daughters who are planning June and September weddings. The book is
a plethora of amazing and over the top ideas that helped both of them to brainstorm and visualize
some things they hadn't even thought of doing for their special days. I have another daughter who is
younger and plan on getting this for her as well.

This was a gift for my sister, but I went through almost every single wedding planning book/guide
there is out there and this was by far the most thorough. It has a ton of useful information and
relevant questions to ask when meeting with all the various companies you'll meet with throughout
the wedding planning experience.The type of binding on the binder doesn't allow you to be able to
insert your own pages or business card organizing sheets but it's so detailed you may not need to
add and you can always store business information in your phone nowadays so it wasn't a big
deal.Definitely recommend.

Great information for the mother of the bride. A lot of information if this is your first wedding to plan.

I was given this as a gift, and loved it so much, that I had to order one for my mom to use while we
are wedding planning. Touches on everything from types of trains to etiquette and flowers by
season
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